The molecular structures of thiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (1) and p-tert-butylthiacalix[4]biscrown-5 (2) and their alkali-metal-ion complexes were optimized using the DFT BLYP/6-31G(d) and mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) (hybrid HF-DF) calculations. The total electronic energies, the normal vibrational modes, and the Gibbs free energies of the mono-and di-topic complexes of each host with the sodium and potassium ions were analyzed. The K + -complexes exhibited relatively stronger binding efficiencies than Na + -complexes for both the monoand di-topic complexes of 1 and 2 comparing the efficiencies of the sodium and potassium complexes with an anisole and phenol. The mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) calculated distances between the oxygen atoms and the alkali metal ions were reported in the alkali-metal-ion complexes (1•Na
Introduction
Thiacalix [4] arenes represent a very promising group of macrocyclic compounds with many applications in supramolecular chemistry.
1 The presence of the four sulfur atoms instead of the methylene bridges imposes many novel, interesting features in the thiacalixarenes 2-9 compared to classical calixarenes.
10 NMR studies have indicated that thiacalixarenes are conformationally much more flexible than ordinary calixarene in solution.
11
The complexation ability of thiacalix [4] arenes towards metal ions has actively been investigated. 12 The most appealing property of these compounds is their enhanced ability to form metal complexes because of the presence of the sulfur atoms and the enlargement of the calix skeleton that provides a larger cavity. 13 Thiacalix [4] arene-crown is one of the obvious classes of ionophores that are suitable for selective complexation of alkali metal cations.
14 Several research groups have reported the synthesis of a number of 1,3-altthiacalix [4] bis(crown-5 and -6) ethers.
15 Recently, thiacalix- [4] biscrown-5 (1) and its complexes with alkali-metal cations have been calculated by density functional theory (MPWB1K/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d)) method. 16 In this study, the structures and energies of thiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (1) and p-tert-butylthiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (2) and their alkali-metal-ion complexes were investigated using the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) (hybrid HF-DF) calculations. The primary objective of this research was to determine the selectivity of the mono-and di-topic complexations of hosts 1 and 2 with sodium and potassium cations. The secondary objective was to compare the strengths of the cation-oxygen interactions by measuring the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) optimized distances between the oxygen atoms of the hosts and the alkali metal ions for the alkali-metal-ion complexes.
The third objective was to compare the BLYP/6-31G(d) calculated IR spectra of the host 1 and its mono-topic alkalimetal-ion complexes.
Computational Methods
The initial structures of thiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (1 and 2) and their alkali-metal-ion complexes were constructed using the molecular mechanics (MM), molecular dynamics (MD), and AM1 semi-empirical calculations of HyperChem. 17 The conformational search was executed using the simulated annealing method, as described in a previous publication, in order to determine the optimized structures. 18 The host and complexes of 1 and 2 with Na + and K + were fully reoptimized using a DFT BLYP method in order to determine the relative energies and structures of the complexes. The DFT BLYP/6-31(d) calculation was also used to obtain the Scheme 1. Chemical drawings of thiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (1), ptert-butylthiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (2) and p-tert-butylcalix [4] crown-5 (3 and 4).
normal mode frequencies and the Gibbs free energies of the optimized structures. Each vibrational spectrum did not exhibit any negative frequencies, confirming that the optimized structures existed in the energy minima. For direct comparison with experimental data, the calculated IR frequencies were scaled by the recommended scale factor (0.893).
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Furthermore, broadened IR spectra are presented assuming a Lorentzian line width of 10 cm −1 . The modified Perdew-Wang 1-parameter (mPW1) calculation methods, such as mPW1PW91, are new hybrid HartreeFock-density functional (HF-DF) models, which provide remarkable results both for covalent and non-covalent interactions. 20 In this work, Additional mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) and mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) optimizations were performed using Gaussian 03
21 to obtain more accurate total electronic energies and structures for the hosts (1 and 2) and their alkali-metal-ion complexes.
Results and Discussion
The consecutive BLYP/6-31G(d), mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) and mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) full optimizations without any constraint were carried out for two types (mono-and ditopic) of complexation modes of hosts 1 and 2 with the sodium and potassium ions.
Tables 1 shows the BLYP/6-31G(d) calculated total electronic and Gibbs free energies and the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) and /6-31G(d,p) optimized total energies of host (1) and its alkali-metal-ion complexes. Table 2 provides the BLYP/6-31G(d) energies and the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) and /6-31G(d,p) optimized total energies of host (2) and its alkali-metal-ion complexes. The normal mode frequency analysis was not performed for the bigger host (2) because of the limited computation resources. Therefore, the Gibbs free energies are not listed in Table 2. Tables 1 and 2 also report the total dipole moment obtained from the mPW1PW91/ 6-31G(d,p) optimized structure.
From the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) calculated complexation energies in Tables 1 and 2 The binding efficiencies of the potassium cation toward the ligands (1 and 2) were relatively better than sodium cation to an oxygen atom of anisole because the diameter of K + (2.66 Å) provided a tighter fit than Na + (1.90 Å) with respect to the five ether-oxygen atoms in the crown-5 moiety of the hosts (1 and 2). The necessary number of donor oxy- Table 1 . Calculated total energies of 1 and its alkali-metal-ion complexation energies ΔEcomplex is defined as the total electronic energy of the complex minus the sum of the total electronic energies of the free ligand and the cation(s).
Sum of the total electronic and thermal Gibbs free energy at 298 K. with all of the atoms. All of the atoms that were within a certain distance (the bond proximate distance) from one another were automatically marked as bonded. with all of the atoms. The atoms that were within a certain distance (the bond proximate distance) from one another were automatically marked as bonded.
gen atoms were available, but the crown-5 rings that were attached to calix [4] arene were too large with a somewhat restricted conformational motion, and therefore, appropriate binding sites were not provided for the relatively small Na
Interestingly, the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d, (Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) ) of free hosts 1 and 2, some of the oxygen atoms in the crown-5 moiety did not converge to the center of the crown but randomly pointed outward. In Figures 1(b) -1(e) and 2(b)-2(e) for the different complexes of 1 and 2 with the monoand di-topic alkali-metal ions, all of the oxygen atoms in the crown-5 moiety symmetrically converged to the center of the crown because of the electrostatic attraction from the cation(s).
The distances from the alkali-metal-ion to the oxygen atoms (Table 3) and to the centroids of the benzene rings (Table 4 ) of the ligands (1 and 2) were measured in order to explain the relative binding energies of the different complexes.
When the distances between the akali-metal-ion and the oxygen-atoms were analyzed in Table 3 , the bigger potassium cation(s) were strongly bound to all five crown-5-oxygen atoms of the ligands (see Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) ). For the distances from the potassium cation to the oxygen atoms of the ligand in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) ). The HF/ 6-311G(d,p) calculation suggested that the optimized binding distance between Na + and the oxygen atom of phenol was 2.20 Å, the value for K+ was 2.62 Å.
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The binding energies in the complexations of the alkali metal cations with hosts 1 and 2 were caused by both the multiple cation-oxygen interactions in the crown-5 and the minor contribution of the cation-π interactions in the benzene rings of the calix [4] aryl moiety. The B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations suggested that the cation-π binding energies were −28.5 kcal/mol (Na + ) and −18.7 kcal/mol (K + ) with respect to the benzene ring. 26, 27 The MP2/6-311+G(d) calculations suggested that the cation-π interaction energies were −26.8 kcal/mol (Na + ) and −17.8 kcal/mol (K + ) with respect to the benzene ring, and the perpendicular distances from the center-of-mass of the benzene π system to the cation were 2.40 Å (Na + ) and 2.90 Å (K + ). 28 For the cation-π interaction in Table 4 , most of the distances from the potassium cation Average distance from the cation to the oxygen atoms in the crown-5 moiety for the strong cation-oxygen interaction in the complex. The distances in the parentheses were excluded from the average calculation because the cation-oxygen interactions were weak for those distances in the particular cations. 
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In order to investigate the rigidity of the host, we have tabulated the RMS fits between the mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) optimized structures of the host 1 and its alkali-metal-ion complexes in Table 5 . These values report that the RMS deviations of Na + and K + complexes are very similar. These calculated data show that the host is fairly rigid and support an additional validity of the relatively stronger binding efficiency of the bigger potassium than the sodium ion.
The BLYP/6-31G(d) calculated IR spectra of the host 1 and its mono-topic alkali-metal-ion complexes are compared in Table 6 and Figure 3 . The main features (frequencies and intensities) of host 1 in Figure 5 of 1•K + complex arise from the out-of-plane wagging motions of C-H 2 in crown-ether ring. These lines become much stronger than the several weaker peaks between 1190 and 1280 cm −1 the flexible free host 1. The primary reason of the stronger intensity is that the complexed crown-ether ring causes the concerted vibrations of C-H 2 wagging motions.
The peaks between 2570 and 2706 cm −1 of the host and complexes are composed of the numerous lines of various C-H vibrations, such as C ar -H stretching or symmetric and anti-symmetric C cr -H 2 stretching. Particularly, the peaks at 2598 cm −1 of 1•Na + and 1•K + complex become much stronger due to the concerted C-H stretching vibrations, while the flexible free host 1 displays weaker lines.
Conclusion
In this study, mPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) was optimized for thiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (1), t-butylthiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (2), and their alkali-metal-ion complexes. These optimizations suggested that the potassium-complexes of 1 and 2 exhibited stronger binding efficiencies than sodium-complexes comparing the efficiencies of the sodium and potassium complexes with an anisole and phenol. The bigger potassium cation(s) formed strong bindings with all five crown-5-oxygen atoms of the ligands. However, for the smaller sodium-complexes, only three out of the five crown-5-oxygen atoms participated in the cation-oxygen interactions. The monotopic binding efficiency of t-butylthiacalix [4] biscrown-5 (2) with K + was slightly better than the parent ptert-butylcalix [4] crown-5-ethers (3 and 4) . The main IR spectral features of host 1 are a little different from its the alkali-metal-ion complexes, such that the peaks of CH 2 outof plane wagging vibrations at 1212 cm −1 of 1•Na + and at 1213 cm −1 of 1•K + complex become much stronger than the intensity of the flexible free host 1. 
